[Inhibition effect of active fraction from Actinidia valvata on growth of transplanated mouse tumor cells and preliminary study of its mechanism].
To study the inhibition effect of active fraction from maorenshen (MA, MB) on the growth of transplanted mouse tumor cells H22 and its mechanism. The transplanted mouse tumor model in vivo was used to observe the antitumor activity of MA, MB. The cell cycle distributions were determined by flow cytometry (FCM). The apoptosis in tumor was measured by TdT-mediated biotinyated-dUTP nick end-labeling (TUNEL) method. MA, MB showed antitumor activitiy on transplanted mouse tumor. They could make cells arrested at G0-G1 phase, decrease cells percentage at S phase, and induce their apoptosis. MA, MB from maorenshen have anti-tumor effect on the transplanted mouse tumor, and the mechanism may be through the way of influencing cell cycle and inducing apoptosis.